It is shown that for all nonzero «-component column vectors a and ß over a field F there exists a set T of «-square matrices over F of cardinality n2 -2n+2 such that, for each «-square matrix A over F, Acn = a. or ATß=ß if and only if 1 is a characteristic value of PA for every PeT.
It is shown that for all nonzero «-component column vectors a and ß over a field F there exists a set T of «-square matrices over F of cardinality n2 -2n+2 such that, for each «-square matrix A over F, Acn = a. or ATß=ß if and only if 1 is a characteristic value of PA for every PeT.
Let F be a field with unit 1, and A an «-square matrix over F. If all row sums of A or all row sums of AT (the transpose of A) are 1, then A is a stochastic matrix. It is obvious that if A is stochastic then 1 is a characteristic value of PA for every «-square permutation matrix P. R. A. Brualdi and H. W. Wielandt [1] proved the converse. In this paper, it is shown as a corollary to a more general result that the n ! permutation matrices can be replaced by a set of «-square matrices of cardinality n2-2n+2.
Let F" be the set of all n x 1 column vectors over F, and let a, ß e Fn-{0}. A set T of «-square matrices over F is called an (a, ß)-set provided that, for each «-square matrix A over F, Acl=clot ATß=ß if and only if 1 is a characteristic value of PA for every P g T. An (a, /S)-set T is minimal if no proper subset of T is an (a, /?)-set. If a.T ß=Q, then a and ß are orthogonal. Let sk be the vector in Fn with all components zero, except component k, which is equal to 1. Denote the vector in Fn with all components equal to 1 by e. The characterization of stochastic matrices by Brualdi and Wielandt implies that the set of all «-square permutation matrices is an (e, e)-set of cardinality «!. We shall show that minimal (a, /3)-sets of cardinality «2-2«+ 2 can be easily constructed for all a, ßGFn-{0}.
We first exhibit minimal (a, /?)-sets for two particular choices of a and ß. One of these is a = ß=ex, and the other is a. = ex and ß=en. Hence, if /Ie^e, or ATel = e1, then 1 is a characteristic value of PA for every P e í>". Now suppose that 1 is a characteristic value of PA for every P e On. Since 1 is a characteristic value of e^A, au= 1. Since 1 is a characteristic value of {e^ + e^^A, det((el£f + fi^fM -/) = 0, i, j = 2,3,---,n.
This implies that
Therefore, since au=l, ^fl^-O, i, j-2, 3, • • ■ , n. Since an=l, this implies that Ae1 = e1 or ATe1 = e1. Hence, <&n is an (e1, fj-set. We now show that í>" is minimal. If A = eef + £i£T -2fi!fif, then Asl = ATe1^s1, and equation (1) holds. This implies that ®n-{ejfif} is not an (e^ s^-set. If k, m e {2, 3, ■ • ■ , «} and A = fi^f + e^f + 6m«f, then Ae1j¿e1?±ATe1, au = l, and equation (1) is not an (ex, e^-set. Therefore, On is a minimal (e,, e^-set.
Lemma 2. Lei Ein*=exé£ -r-£n£"\ -ft"" ^ac« integer «>1, f/îe ser Y.-OEu.Eto + fcaî} U {£ln + exef, £," + £¿e;f, £in + %«f + £¿£;T | (',; = 2, 3, • • •, n -1} of n-square matrices over F is a minimal (ex, en)-set.
Proof. Let A = (ai}) be an n-square matrix over F. Then
As, = £x => ElnAe1 -fi1; EiS^As, = 0,
Hence, if Aex=ex or ATen=en, then 1 is a characteristic value of PA for every R€Tn. Suppose that 1 is a characteristic value of PA for every P eY". Since 1 is a characteristic value of EXnA and {EXn-\-exé^)A,
det an ■ a.
1.
Equations (2) and (3) imply that anX=0. Then equation (2) implies that au = l or ann=\. Hence, if n = 2, then Aex = ex or ATen=en. Suppose that «>2. We complete the proof that On is an (ex, e")-set by considering three cases.
Since 1 is a characteristic value of (EXn+e1e^)A, Case2. axxj£\,ann=\. Since 1 is a characteristic value of (EXn+e¡e%)A, Since «"i=0, axxj¿\, and a""=l, equation (5) and we see that y4e1=e1 or ,4Te"=en.
We now show that T" is minimal. If n n-1 n-1 = 2 e*eT + 2 £ie™ ~~ 2 e*e™>
then it is not difficult to show that Ae1^si and ATenjíen, while equations (3) through (6) hold. This implies that Yn -{Eln} is not an (e1; ej-set. If
A=ele%+enef, then Ae^e, and ATen9ien, while equations (2), (4), (5), and (6) hold. This implies thatT^-{Eln + e1e^} is not an (eu ej-set. If m e {2, 3, ■ ■ • , n-1} and A = exex + £mfif, then Ae1^¿e1 and ATenj^en, while equations (2) is not an (ex, ej-set. Hence, x¥n is a minimal (eu ej-set.
Lemma 3. Lei a, ß, y, ô eFn-{0}, and let P and Q be nonsingular matrices over F such that Proof. Suppose that Y is a (y, <3)-set, and let A be an n-square matrix over F. Assume that Ax = a or AT ß = ß.
Since (7) is a subset of Fn such that {a, yx, y2, ■ ■ ■ , yn_x} and {ß, ôx, ô2, • • • , ôn_x} are independent, a.Tôx= 1 =ßTyn_x, and a and ß are orthogonal to ôi+x and Yi, respectively, for i=\, 2, ■• ■ ,n-2.IfH=u.ox+yn_xßT, then r = {H,H + <*.ßT} KJ{H + adf+1) H + yißT, H + aóf+1 + 7ißT \i,j = 1,2,-■■ ,n-2}
is a minimal (a, ß)-set.
Proof. Let P be the «-square matrix with columns a, yx, y2, ■ ■ • , yn_x, and let Q be the «-square matrix with columns ôx, ô2, ■ • • , ôn_x, ß. Then P and Q are nonsingular with Pex = a, PTß = en, QTa = sx, Qen = ß.
Since Y={PBQT\BevYn}, it follows from Lemmas 2 and 3 that T is a minimal (a, /?)-set.
Let a, ß e F"-{0}. Clearly a subset {y{, <5,-|i=l, 2, • • • , n-1} of F" exists satisfying the conditions of Theorems 1 or 2 according to whether o.Tßj£0 or tx.Tß=0. Hence we have the following.
Corollary
1. If ol, ß e Fn-{0}, there exists a minimal (a, ß)-set of cardinality n2-2n + 2.
If we let a. = ß = e in this corollary we obtain the following.
2. There exists a set Y of n-square matrices over F of cardinality n2-2n + 2 such that, for each n-square matrix A over F, A is stochastic if and only if 1 is a characteristic value of PA for every P e Y.
Consideration of (a, /?)-sets was motivated by Brualdi and Wielandt's remark [1] on the difficulty of finding sets of fewer than n ! permutation matrices which could be used in their characterization of the n-square stochastic matrices. We have no general results on this problem, but we can show that every set of five 3-square permutation matrices is a minimal (e, e)-set.
Let r be the set of all 3-square permutation matrices over F, excluding the identity matrix. Let A = (au) be a 3-square matrix over F. Suppose that 1 is a characteristic value of PA for every P e Y. Then det(/ -PA) = 0 VF e Y.
If we multiply each matrix I-PA on the left by PT, we obtain If we add the second and third row of P-A to the first row of P-A, and then add the second and third column to the first column we see from (9) that s c2
(10) det r2 p22 -a22 It is not difficult to show that this system of equations has no solution. Hence, s=0. Since s=0, from (10) we obtain a homogeneous system of five linear equations in the four unknowns c2r2, c2r3, c3r2, c3r3. Since the coefficient matrix for this system has rank four, we see that
Therefore, since s=0, Ae = s or A e = e. Therefore, Y is an (e, e)-set. If any equation is removed from system (11), then the remaining system has a solution. Hence T is a minimal (e, e)-set. It now follows from Lemma 3 that every set of five 3-square permutation matrices is a minimal (e, e)-set.
We have determined by machine calculation that the 12 matrices over GF{2) form a minimal (e, e)-set. There also exist minimal (e, e)-sets of 4-square permutation matrices over GF(2) of cardinality 13, but there exist none of cardinality less than 12.
